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Editorial Introduction 

My Twitter profile reads “Writer/Journo/Editor/Traveller/DJ/Activist/Spaceman” – I posted it sometime ago when I first took to 
Twitter but it’s still how I define myself online. Thinking about this issue’s theme of identity it struck me that the majority of us in 

today’s social media world use similar descriptive expressions related to what we do, mostly our job and/or pastimes. For example, 
“accountant/foodie/cyclist,” or “mother/swimmer/fashionista.” Why? Why don’t we define ourselves by our personal ideals, the 

goals we strive for, or any of the principles that govern our behaviour like “freedom/equality/justice,” for example? 
Instead of thinking of ourselves as pursuing ideals, or striving for excellence – quite a pre-20th century way of looking at the world 

– we classify ourselves into groups: “photographer/Arsenal fan/skier.” In other words, we are not what we wish to be, only what we 
already are. “I’m a writer” – well, yes I write for a living. “I am a DJ” – indeed, I like to play music and make people dance. We’re data 

for sociologists and statisticians, and we’re a dream come true for brands and advertisers because it means we’re easier to sell things 
to. I think of myself as a writer so I must use a far more expensive Apple computer over a PC by another brand, which may provide 

the same function but is not marketed towards me and does not have the same associated perceptions that I like to see in myself and 
want others to see in me. The same applies to fashion – I am DJ, so a certain brand of overpriced sneaker is the one I think I should 

buy; and those super-expensive headphones will tell everyone I am a brilliant DJ. But if I defined myself as a man pursuing ideals, or 
an ideal, virtue say, then it would be extremely difficult for me to be persuaded to purchase said sneakers or headphones. 

Issue 84 of A Mag does not tackle these questions. Or rather it does, indirectly. Issue 84 of A Mag explores notions of identity 
through the people we meet, the artists, musicians, architects, designers, chefs and photographers; through fashion and travel 

and gender and art and film and creativity; through portraits and self-portraits. Issue 84 of A Mag gives you beautiful things and 
talented people. What you take from it and them is up to you…

Ramsay Short
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On the Cover Ever-changing, alternating 
between elegant and refined, playful and 
dramatic, model, actress, director and 
philanthropist Elisa Sednaoui takes it 
all on. Shot in London by the brilliantly 
creative Laura Sciacovelli, Elisa channels 
artist Cindy Sherman for our cover 
shoot, taking on different characters, 
wearing different masks, playing with 
the idea of identity. Elisa’s look is by 
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